
Continuity Test Unit
Produced in March 1983 and published in Everyday Electronics July 1985

This was such a handy thing that I’m thinking of
restoring the tatty prototype! One of my first-ever
designed projects was a simple Fuse Checker (Oct. 78
EE) which used a set of screwcups on the front of a
plastic Bimbox, to act as contacts for fuses.

I revisited the same idea for the Continuity Test Unit
but instead of screwcups I wanted something neater
that would accept any cartridge fuse. Hence the key
feature of this project was the use of two metal plates
as contact pads for fuses.

They were in fact produced by Maplin as touch pad
sensors (HY01B) for one of their kits: they were
stamped and bright-plated with a threaded stud
welded on the back and Maplin would have used a
metal-basher to tool up specially, which was quite a
step for a component retailer to take.

The metal pads were rectangular or triangular and I
chose a couple for this design. (One of the key skills of

being a Buyer in industry, I would eventually learn, was to keep an eye open for what’s on the
market just in case it could be useful in the future, and Maplin’s touch pads had caught my eye in
their catalogue some time earlier. I do a lot of ‘window shopping’ – seeing what’s going on and my
photographic memory stores it for the future.)

Funnily enough, I see the same July 85 issue of EE had a feature ‘Touch Switch Techniques’ by Owen
Bishop, so it was topical at the time.

An op.amp oscillator drove a piezo disc and the gadget was 9V battery powered. Two 4mm sockets
enabled test leads to be connected.  Once again I used a Hekla rocker switch (Home Radio) that
needed just a single mounting hole, with a yellow rocker to make it more appealing.  The red l.e.d.
was fitted with a clear lens clip – having a ‘white’ or clear lens that glowed red when active was a
novel trick at the time, as the obvious thing to do was use a red lens or ordinary led mounting clip,
which I hated working with because they were wobbly and never fitted very well.

The board slotted into the Bimbox pcb guides
and the disc was just stuck onto the
removable lid. A 9V battery rattled around
inside and I finished it off with white Letraset
rub-down lettering.



The Continuity Test Unit was a useful thing and it photographed well. I was gratified to see it used on
the cover of July 85 after a two year wait, as well as appearing on the ‘next month’ trailer in the June
issue. I seem to recall Editor Fred Bennett mentioning that they showed it off at an exhibition
(interest in hobby electronics and computing being so high that ‘fairs’ and exhibitions were held
regularly.

The prototype was found in the bottom of a box and looks worse for wear! Ah yes, those stripey
Mullard C280 polyester capacitors… I used to spray clear lacquer onto finished Veroboard and 30
years later the copper and soldering still looks like new.

I still have some rectangular touch pads in the workshop from all those years ago, so I might have
another go and update the design sometime.

You can download the original constructional article as a PDF from www.alanwinstanley.com.
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